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Introduction

In recent years it has become accepted that the coastline is
a valuable natural resource which needs careful and sensi-
tive management.  This is especially so in the case of small
island countries where the coastal zone has a direct and
major influence on the economic welfare of the country.
Coastal erosion has always been seen as one of the main
threats to this resource.

In Ireland, following destructive storms in the late 1980’s
which caused severe damage and accelerated erosion rates,
there was a perceived need to seriously address the ques-
tion of coastal erosion.  A National Coastal Erosion Com-
mittee, formed under the auspices of the County and City
Engineers Association, produced a report in 1992 which
concluded that a Coastal Management policy rather than a
purely Coastal Erosion policy was needed.  This report
also recommended that ‘A code of practice for coastal
protection should be drawn up to ensure the uniformity
and appropriateness of all works’[1].

Following an initiative by Eolas, the late Professor Bill
Carter of the University of Ulster and The Department of
the Marine, a proposal for a coastal protection and man-
agement demonstration project was successful in obtain-
ing funding under the E.U. Life Programme.  Managed by
Eolas, the project team consisted of the Department of the
Marine and a number of local authorities in the Republic
of Ireland, the Department of the Environment and the
National Trust in Northern Ireland, Coastwatch Europe,
and the Danish Coastal Authority (Kystinspektoratet).
Inputs were also sought from Universities in the Republic
and Northern Ireland and from private firms with particu-
lar expertise in this field.

Project Objectives

The specific objectives of ‘ECOPRO’ were:

• To develop coastline monitoring methods which
will be adaptable to various types of coastline.

• To develop a Sensitivity Index by which a coast-
line’s susceptibility to erosion is graded.

• To present an assessment of performance of
shoreline protection/management methods.

• To present a report on the design, construction and
success of two types of protection methods at
selected sites.

• To present all of the above as a ‘Code of Practice’.

These five objectives form the five main tasks of the
project.  Each is dealt with in the final product of the
project, the Code of Practice.

The overall aim of ECOPRO was to promote the use of
soft engineering coastal protection techniques by firstly
promoting a methodology which will allow the non-ex-
pert to assess the erosion problem and identify the likely
causes. Secondly, it aimed to provide information on suit-
able coastal protection and management solutions with
particular emphasis on environmental impact.  Finally, the
project intended to supply reference information on coastal
processes and identify useful environmental and histori-
cal data sources.
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In the battle to preserve land against the ravages of the sea man has created many inappropriate
protection structures on the coast. Often the coastline which is being protected is, inherently, in
dis-equilibrium with nature.  When combined with the increased recreational usage of the coastal
zone, the rise in sea level and the increased incidence of storms, accelerated erosion rates are
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response.  The project results are contained in the ECOPRO Code of Practice. Prepared by the
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four years of work which was supported under the EU LIFE Programme and drew on expertise
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Project Management

Eolas was the overall Project
Manager and was responsible for
its day to day activities.  The
project was directed by the Steer-
ing Committee which was chaired
by the Department of the Marine.
A Technical Group provided the
Committee with technical analy-
sis of its proposals and drew up
specifications for project work.  It
also drafted the progress and in-
terim reports of work in hand.

Tasks Undertaken

Coastline monitoring

The objective of this work was to
devise and test various coastline
monitoring methods in order to
optimise the time and money spent
in obtaining data on coastline and beach level fluctuations.
Coastline monitoring can be divided into two complemen-
tary tasks, monitoring contemporary coastline change and
ascertaining the historical evolution of the coastline plan.

Contemporary coastline monitoring
Coastline monitoring is vital in assessing the sensitivity of
the coast to erosion. Beach levels and sediment size data,
for example, are invaluable as a means of validating and
fine tuning sediment transport computer models so that
the erosional trends evident in the necessarily short meas-
urement periods can be extrapolated to much longer time
spans.

Seven sites were chosen for detailed study and are shown
in Fig. 1.  Each has a distinct soft coast and suffer from
differing types of erosion.  The methods used by ECOPRO
to monitor beach and nearshore change were;

• beach profile measurement (standard levelling and
total station)

• height contour extraction from ortho-photography
• beach level measured at ‘Cut-down’ posts (metal

post with sliding plate permanently positioned on
the beach)

• beach level measured at existing fixed points
(rocks, piers, etc.)

• dune cliff/toe position monitoring
• nearshore hydrographic surveys
• sediment size sieve analysis

The complete ECOPRO coastline monitoring dataset con-
tains;

• 8 sets of 70 beach profile cross-sections taken
approximately every two months from October
1993 to March 1996

• height contour data from commissioned aerial
photography for one site

• 30 sets of 20 beach monitor post data taken
approximately every month

• wave hindcast data for 4 points offshore Ireland
covering a two year period (3 hourly readings of
wave height, period and direction for wind waves,
swell waves and resultant waves)

• digital imagery (full spectrum and infrared) from
aerial and video photography for 60 km of soft
coast.

• hydrographic survey data for four study sites

The bathymetry at a fifth site was measured on a regular
basis to aid with the Sensitivity Index computer studies.
Sediment sampling was carried out at the four Republic of
Ireland sites.  One of the Northern Ireland sites was regu-
larly sampled, again as part of the Sensitivity Index work.

• historical ground survey data

In carrying out a historical comparison the choice of base
map affects overall accuracy of the study with, for exam-
ple, the transfer of information from 1:10,000 aerial pho-
tographs to 1:25,000 maps resulting in loss of Ascertain-
ing the historical evolution of the coastline

Courtown, Co. Wexford
Study and Technique
demonstration site

Bunmahon, Co. Waterford
Study site

Magherees, Co. Kerry
Study site

Lahinch, Co. Clare
Study site

Cushendun, Co. Antrim
Study site

Runkerry, Co. Antrim
Study site

Murlough, Co. Down
Study site

Rosslare, Co. Wexford
Study and Technique
demonstration site

Fig. 1. Location of ECOPRO study and technique demonstration sites
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Fig. 2. Coastline evolution at Courtown, County Wexford
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In addition to the current fluctuations of the beach the
longer evolutionary trend of the coastline plan can be de-
termined by comparing its position at different times.  There
are a number of sources which can be used to fix the coast-
line’s present and historical position such as;

• Ordnance Survey maps
• hydrographic charts
• aerial photographs (film and digital CIR)
• historical ground survey data

In carrying out a historical comparison the choice of base
map affects overall accuracy of the study with, for exam-
ple, the transfer of information from 1:10,000 aerial pho-
tographs to 1:25,000 maps resulting in loss of informa-
tion.  On the other hand the transfer of information from
the same photographs to 1:2,500 scale maps may give the
impression to the end-user that the information is more
accurate than it actually is. For coastal change analysis
maps from the 1:10,560 series have the  advantage in that
at least two maps exist for all areas of the country from
different surveys.  The most recent revised 1:10,560 map
available is from 1952 (for Clare) while most areas have a
most recent survey from the 1920s.  The 1:2,500 scale
series is more recent but may be too detailed in some in-
stances for a county-scale study.  The 1:25,000 and the
1:50,000 scale maps are perhaps not detailed enough.

The most critical coastline feature to be extracted are the
coastal vegetation line in dune areas and the cliff top and
base lines on rocky coast.  The advantage of using these
features as opposed to tidal lines i.e. HWM, LWM, is that
the information can be derived from both maps and aerial

photographs.  Use of HWM and LWM obtained from O.S.
maps is considered unreliable for accurate coastline change
analysis.  An example of the historical change of the coast-
line at Courtown Co. Wexford is shown in Fig. 2.

If conducting a large scale survey, the cliff base line may
be the preferred reference line in cliffed areas.  If the sur-
vey is local, the cliff top is more easily located on site by
measuring from field boundaries and other fixed features
and can be related to O.S. maps and aerial photographs.

The ECOPRO historical dataset contains four volumes of
historical erosion data covering four of the study sites.
Each contains all available maps and aerial photography
along with reports from national and local sources.

ECOPRO opted for a custom built coastal data storage
and display system SANDS (Shoreline and Nearshore Data
System).  Three packages were initially installed in the
Department of the Marine, Eolas and the Department of
the Environment, Northern Ireland and later one copy was
transferred to a Local authority in order to determine its
suitability for local data storage and analysis.

The analysis of the data collected has provided ECOPRO
with the practical knowledge necessary to be able to
optimise the choice of monitoring technique for a particu-
lar erosion problem.  These recommendations are included
in the Code of Practice and details of the techniques are
given in the Code appendix.  The data was also used by
the Sensitivity Group in their work on the Sensitivity In-
dex.

The Sensitivity Index

The objective here was to gather together as much infor-
mation on the factors that
influence coastal erosion
and ‘weight’ them accord-
ing to the historical sensi-
tivity of sections of the
coast to erosion.  Based on
these, a general erosion
‘sensitivity index’ system
was to be developed.

The background to this
work was a paper written
by V. Gornitz [2] who de-
veloped a simple scoring
system which could be
used to determine the vul-
nerability of coast to ero-
sion.  It was intended to
be used on a large scale
for isolated areas where it
was not feasible or eco-
nomical to collect accu-

rate data. However, the technique produced ECOPRO was
not considered appropriate for the target users of the code,
as, for it to be sufficiently accurate, computer modelling
of nearshore wave transformation would be required [3].
Fig. 3 lists the variables typically involved in coastal ero-
sion.

      Forces    Coastal Type

Waves

Wind

Currents

Tides

Storm Surge

Grazing

Land use pressures

Geology

Sedimentology

Topography

Bathymetry

Vegetation

Artificial structures

Fig. 3. Variables involved in coastal erosion
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Fig. 4. Example of decision support flowchart from field

FIELD SURVEY - Sand Dune

At this location does
the dune appear healthy
i.e. has it a natural slope
and is it covered in dune

vegetation?

Have paths been worn
from crest to toe, possibly
linked to bare expanse of 

sand in an otherwise grassy
dune?

Does the dune vegetation appear
new (i.e. fresh,younggreen shoots
with possibly embryo dunes at the 
base) or is the vegetation old and 
established (i.e. dry/woody type

marram with possibly other back 
dune vegetation present)?

Code FS-SD-1

Code FS-SD-2

Is this an unstable dune
i.e. face steep with little

vegetation?

Is there evedence of wave attack at the toe of the dune
(i.e. the storm water mark or high water mark is at or

near the toe or if there is a vertical wave cut escarpment
present)?

Code FS-SD-3

Either a severe storm attack or continuous beach
srosion resulting in a low beach allowing small

storm events to erode the dune toe

Is there evidence of a wave cut
esarpment at the toe? Is there evidence of

wind blown sand
accreting at the toe?

Are there any
embryo dunes 

present?

This suggests storm damage and the
dune is reparing.  Alternatively this 
may be a lull in continuing erosion

Code FS-SD-4

Is there a wide beach berm
fronting the dune?

Code FS-SD-5Is there a dune blowout
present on the frontal 

dune?

Are the adjoining
frontal dunes stable
(i.e. have the dune

faces a natural slope
covered by vegetaion)?

Is there a wide
beach berm

fronting the dune?

Code FS-SD-6

Code FS-SD-7

Flat natural dune slope with
little evidence of vegetation

Establish by digging if vegetaion has
been covered by sand blown from the

beach by strong winds.  This 
condition is common in winter Code FS-SD-8

Code FS-SD-9

The dune is healthy and appears
to be accreting.  Confirm using

Historical Survey.  Record code.

The dune is stable and is not 
undergoing change.  It may still be
susceptible to increased land use

pressure.  Confirm using Historical
Survey.  Record code.

Vegetation has been damaged and the dune is
susceptible to wind erosion.  Possible causes are:

*Recreational pressure (e.g. children falling/
rolling down the dune face and removing
vegetation and sand to the toe of the dune)

*Grazing pressures
*Dune management/interference with the back

dune has resulted in raising the crest level 
producing a steep dune face.

Confirm using Historical Survey.  Record code.

Check in the summer for embryo dunes or a wide
beach berm.  If present, this would suggest 

occasional storm damge is responsible.  Check with
Historical Survey.  If there is disagreement, the 

situation should be monitored and furhter
investigations carried out.  Record code.

Continuous erosion appears to be taking place.
Confirm this with the Historical Survey and look 
for likely causes.  Look for eveidence of longshore

sediment movemnet which may be resulting in
erosion.  It is advisable to check again in summer.
Confirm using Historical Survey.  Record code.

Land use pressures.  Manage and monitor
the situation.  Confirm using Historical

Survey.  Record code.

Land use pressures or some intrinsic weakness in the dune 
system has contributed to a blowout here.  To establish the 
underlying problem use this survey on the adjoining dunes.

Confirm using Historical Survey.  Record code.

Dune is stable/accreting.  Survey again in the
growing season.  Confirm using Historical 

Survey.  Record code,

Monitor - and further investigation required.
Confirm using Historical Survey.  Record code

 YES

 YES

 YES

 YES
 YES  YES

 YES

 YES

 YES

 YES

NO

NO

NO

 YES
NO

NO NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NEW

OLD

VEGETATION

PRESENT
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The purpose of de-
veloping the index
was to provide the
non-specialist with a
method of assessing
the vulnerability of
the coast to erosion
and to help identify
its causative factors.
For the Code of Prac-
tice it was decided to
develop a technique
using Field and His-
torical Survey deci-
sion support flow-
charts.  The result is
a user friendly and
practical approach to
a complex problem
and trials conducted
by non-experts using
the flowcharts have
helped the ECOPRO
team to refine the
technique.  Initial re-
sults are very encour-
aging but it is only
when the method is
more widely used
will its full potential be realised.  An example of one of
the flowcharts is shown in Fig. 4.

Evaluation of coastal protection /
management options

The objective of this task was to examine current coastal
protection measures being used and to evaluate their suc-
cess.  Each technique was to be summarised and included
in the Code of Practice.

Following from the results of a literature survey and a ques-
tionnaire circulated to all the local authorities in Ireland
and in Denmark, ECOPRO identified twenty seven differ-
ent coastal protection and management techniques.  De-
tails on each are included in the appendix of the Code where
guidelines on their suitability are also given.

ECOPRO advocates the use of soft engineering options
wherever possible.  These attempt to work with natural
processes rather than oppose them.  This approach often
means that the shore zone is used as a buffer and must be
wider than would be envisaged under conventional hard
engineering schemes.  An environmentally friendly scheme
must often consider a certain amount of erosion as being
beneficial, providing sediment interchange along the coast.

Many of these soft engineering techniques are not suited
to exposed ‘high energy’ coastal areas where large waves
impinge on the coast.  Here, if protection is absolutely

required, hard structures may be necessary.  General in-
formation on these and their likely impact on the environ-
ment is given in the Code of Practice.

Case histories of protection techniques

The objective here was to provide practical information
on the design, implementation and monitoring of two dif-
ferent types of environmentally friendly coastal protec-
tion techniques.

One of the projects covered was a beach nourishment
scheme in Rosslare, Co. Wexford.  Here 160,000m3 of
sand, dredged from offshore bars, was placed on the beach.
This is the largest beach nourishment scheme carried out
in Ireland to date.

The second was a small scale scheme involving the re-
contouring of a sand dune ridge, marram grass planting
and dune toe protection in Courtown, Co. Wexford.

These two techniques are possibly the most popular soft
engineering methods employed in Europe today.  Practi-
cal information on both is included in the Code of Prac-
tice.

Erosion Assessment

Coastal Management
& Protection Solutions

Case Studies

Information on Coastal
Enviroment

Data Source

Monitoring Techniques

Details on Coastal Management
& protection Techniques

Provides user with method to identify likely
casue and type of erosion problem using
fiedl survey and histrical survey flowchart

Provides user with guidelines on the suitablility of
the 27 different management and protection 
techniques.  Also steps the user through the
process of evaluating the legal implications,
environmental impact assessment and cost/benefit
analysis

Gives practical information on the design, 
construction and monitoring of two coastal 
protection techniques

Provides general information on the coastal
environment, its structure, the forces acting on it
and its response

Contains sources of historical erosion data and 
coastal environmental data

Gives details of 7 coastline monitoring techniques

Gives details of 27 coastal protection and
management techniques

Fig. 5. Code of Practice
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The ECOPRO Code of Practice

The Code of  Practice is the final product of ECOPRO
and whether it achieves its aims of increasing the aware-
ness of the fragility of the coastal environment and pre-
venting mistakes being made with coastal protection meas-
ures, will be the true result of the project. The Code of
Practice follows a logical step-by-step path guiding the
user through the assessment and solution of an erosion
problem and the layout of the code is shown in Fig. 5.

General information on the coastal environment, contained
in the appendix, is applicable, not only to North Atlantic
coasts, but to most European Community waters. This sec-
tion is also written in a clear style aimed at the non-expert.
Formulae are only included where necessary and are usu-
ally backed up with graphic illustration.

The Code is available from the Government Publications
Sales Office in Molesworth Street, Dublin.

Conclusions

The collaboration on the project between the Universi-
ties, Government and local authority personnel and public
volunteers was excellent and the multi-disciplined mix-
ture of scientists, engineers and environmentalists ensured
that most viewpoints were aired.  The international dimen-

sion between the North and South of Ireland and Den-
mark helped to broaden our perspective.  A successful visit
to Denmark by the ECOPRO members, where a number
of soft engineering coastal protection methods were
viewed, was also very beneficial.

This Code of Practice should be of considerable use as a
guide to current best practice on coastal protection and
management.  It is hoped that it will avoid the instant pal-
liative response to storm damage and also ensure that those
involved in coastal protection first look at the soft engi-
neering techniques.  It is not intended that the code would
attempt to supplant the technical manuals on the subject
of coastal protection as it is not aimed at the coastal engi-
neer.  It is instead, to be used by the non-expert and, it is
hoped, will help them to avoid making mistakes in their
response to coastal erosion.  In addition the code aims to
make the non-expert more aware of the fragility of the
coastal environment and how complex and interrelated is
the problem of coastal erosion.
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Fig.2 - Coastline evolution at Courtown, Co Wexford


